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Abstract

Bacterial Microcompartments (BMCs) are organelles composed of a selectively permeable protein 

shell that encapsulates enzymes involved in CO2 fixation (carboxysomes) or carbon catabolism 

(metabolosomes). Confinement of sequential reactions by the BMC shell presumably increases the 

efficiency of the pathway by reducing the crosstalk of metabolites, release of toxic intermediates, 

and accumulation of inhibitory products. Because BMCs are composed entirely of protein and 

self-assemble, they are an emerging platform for engineering nanoreactors and molecular 

scaffolds. However, testing designs for assembly and function through in vivo expression is labor-

intensive and has limited the potential of BMCs in bioengineering. Here, we developed a new 

method for in vitro assembly of defined nanoscale BMC architectures: shells and nanotubes. By 

inserting a “protecting group”, a short ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) domain, self-assembly of 
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shell proteins in vivo was thwarted, enabling preparation of concentrates of shell building blocks. 

Addition of the cognate protease removes the SUMO domain and subsequent mixing of the 

constituent shell proteins in vitro results in the self-assembly of three types of supramolecular 

architectures: a metabolosome shell, a carboxysome shell, and a BMC protein-based nanotube. We 

next applied our method to generate a metabolosome shell engineered with a hyper-basic luminal 

surface, allowing for the encapsulation of biotic or abiotic cargos functionalized with an acidic 

accessory group. This is the first demonstration of using charge complementarity to encapsulate 

diverse cargos in BMC shells. Collectively, our work provides a generally applicable method for in 

vitro assembly of natural and engineered BMC-based architectures.

Keywords

Bacterial microcompartments; structural biology; protein engineering; in vitro supramolecular 
self-assembly; shells; nanotubes; electrostatic-based encapsulation

Spatial organization is a hallmark of life, distinguishing “a living cell from a soup of the 

chemicals of which it is composed”.1 While sub-cellular organization in the form of 

membrane-delimited compartments is ubiquitous in Eukarya, only recently has it been 

recognized that there are specialized compartments in prokaryotes. However, unlike 

eukaryotic organelles which are (with a few exceptions)2 bound by lipid bilayers, the 

membranes of many prokaryotic organelles such as encapsulins3, 4 and bacterial 

microcompartments5–7 (BMCs) are proteinaceous.

BMC shells are composed of hexagonal- and pentagonal-shaped oligomers that typically 

assemble into polyhedral bodies of approximately twenty-five to several hundred 

nanometers.5 Typically, small pores formed at the cyclic symmetry axis of the hexagonal 

subunits mediate the selective passage of metabolites across this protein membrane, while 

the shell’s luminal surface interacts with the enzymatic cargo. The combined properties of 

selective permeability and specific enzyme encapsulation allow for the 

compartmentalization of segments of diverse metabolic pathways including carbon fixation 

or catabolic reactions that generate volatile or toxic intermediates. Evidence of rampant 

horizontal gene transfer of BMC loci attests to their role as metabolic modules that expand 

bacterial ecophysiological diversity.6

Recently, BMCs have begun to be exploited by metabolic engineers to increase pathway 

efficiency; this is in keeping with their naturally evolved function as enzyme-loaded 

nanoreactors.8–10 Indeed, numerous bioengineering challenges are universally confronted 

when installing heterologous pathways such as inefficient substrate channeling, enzyme 

instability, formation of toxic intermediates, and reaction cross-talk; all of these may be 

mitigated by confining key reactions to microcompartment shells. Moreover, with the 

elucidation of an intact shell structure11 and methodological advances towards their isolation 

and loading with heterologous cargo,12 these particles are now poised for applications 

including medical imaging, drug delivery and polyvalent antigen display, which have 

historically been the purview of other nanoassemblies like ferritin and virus-like particles.
13–15
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A necessary step in the creation of bespoke nanoreactors or devices based on BMC shell 

architectures is understanding the rules for their assembly and elucidating their 

permselectivity. All BMC shells are composed of apparently structurally redundant proteins;
5, 6 hexamers (BMC-H) and trimers (BMC-Tsingle and BMC-Tdouble) tile the facets of a 

BMC shell, but are functionally distinct in their permeability properties. In addition, 

understanding the extent of the compositional plasticity of shells is critical for tailoring a 

synthetic shell to a given application. Engineering aside, several studies have implicated 

BMCs in pathogenesis,6, 16 and therefore the development of methods to rapidly gain insight 

into shell assembly from different combinations of proteins and the precise determinants of 

their permeability properties could lead to novel pharmaceutical interventions.

Although much has been learned about BMC shell structure and function from physiological 

studies of hosts that naturally harbor BMCs (e.g., Synechococcus PCC 794217 and 

Salmonella typhimurium18), the substantial breadth of inferred BMC functional diversity is 

not captured by the small number of genetically tractable organisms. Further complicating 

the matter, heterologous expression of individual shell proteins often leads to insoluble 

aggregates or unexpected architectures (e.g., rosettes and nanotubes) that are only able to be 

identified by time-intensive electron microscopy analysis of the host strain.19–23 Moreover, 

synthetic shell production from heterologous expression of BMC shell protein genes is 

contingent upon subunit selection and is sensitive to narrow tolerances in relative expression 

levels. These practical considerations have limited sampling of diverse shell proteins, which 

constitute a vast combinatorial space (as of July 2018 there are >5000 unique BMC-H 

protein sequences deposited in the UniProt database24). To advance the analysis of natural 

shell properties and to realize the potential of BMCs in bioengineering, it would be ideal to 

have a method to study shell assembly and properties in vitro.

Here, we describe a method for in vitro assembly of BMC architectures that circumvents the 

limitations of in vivo assembly. Our method depends on purification of individual shell 

components that are prevented from forming supramolecular assemblies via a 

translationally-fused macromolecular protecting group, short ubiquitin-like modifier25 

(SUMO) (Figure 1). The method was applied to shells from the catabolic BMC of 

Haliangium ochraceum, a model BMC shell system11, 26 and shells derived from an anabolic 

BMC, the β-carboxysome.27 The method is not limited to shell architectures; we use it to 

control assembly of protein nanotubes formed by a single hexamer subunit from a catabolic 

BMC model system.21 Moreover, we demonstrate that our in vitro assembly method can be 

used to generate an engineered shell from components modified to display a high net 

positive charge on its luminal surface to allow for electrostatics-based capture of 

complementarily charged cargo during assembly. This hyper-basic shell variant enabled the 

encapsulation of a protein tethered to a highly acidic accessory protein or incorporation of 

wholly abiotic cargo: carboxy-functionalized gold nanoparticles. Our findings provide a 

strategy for screening and controlling self-assembly of BMC-based architectures, which can 

be applied to characterize native shells or to construct synthetic shells encapsulating a range 

of cargos.

When expressed in the absence of their usual shell protein complements, many BMC-H 

proteins (proteins containing a single Pfam00936 domain that form homohexamers) readily 
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form a variety of supramolecular structures including sheets20, 28 and tubes.21, 29 Such 

assemblies are mediated by the co-planar edge-edge interactions between hexamer subunits 

observed in structural studies.11, 20, 23, 28 We hypothesized that genetically fusing a bulky 

domain to a BMC-H protein would sterically frustrate assembly of the hexamers into larger 

molecular assemblies. To test this idea, we fused a hexahistidine tagged SUMO domain to 

the N-terminus of the sole BMC-H protein (SUMOBMC-HHO) in the model synthetic shell 

system derived from the BMC found in H. ochraceum (HO).26 The SUMO domain is known 

to promote solubility and can be proteolytically removed by its cognate protease, Ubl-

specific protease 125 (SUMO protease or Ulp), to yield its fusion partner in the native state.

When wildtype BMC-HHO is expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3), a significant amount is found 

in the insoluble fraction, reflective of its propensity to self-assemble into large rosettes in 
vivo.20 In contrast, the SUMOBMC-HHO fusion product comprised a significant portion of 

the proteome, and remained largely in the soluble fraction according to SDS-PAGE analysis 

(Figure 2a). Similarly, large rosettes were observed in thin sections of E. coli expressing 

wildtype BMC-HHO but were absent from the SUMOBMC-HHO expression strain when 

examined with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 2c). Purification using 

nickel-based affinity chromatography resulted in good yields of high purity protein (~20 

mg/l of culture). SUMOBMC-HHO can be concentrated with molecular weight cut-off spin 

filters to the point of “oiling out” (>100 mg/ml) with no apparent aggregation, in contrast to 

the native BMC-HHO protein which typically aggregates at concentrations above 1 mg/ml. 

Buffer exchange into low sodium chloride buffer results in apparent aggregation of 

SUMOBMC-HHO, as indicated by the rapid appearance of cloudiness after elution from a 

desalting column (Figure S1). This can be subsequently reversed by addition of sodium 

chloride, suggesting that the SUMOylated protein exists in a dynamic, quasi-supramolecular 

assembly that is sensitive to the ionic strength of the buffer. Consequently, concentrated 

SUMOBMC-HHO preparations were maintained in buffer containing 500 mM NaCl. When 

co-incubated with the SUMO protease (MBP-Ulp) at 1:20 (w/w) loading, SUMOBMC-HHO 

is almost completely cleaved into SUMO and native BMC-HHO proteolytic fragments within 

1 h (Figure S2a).

Next we tested the in vitro assembly method on the non-natural architecture formed by a 

single BMC-H protein (BMC-HRmm) from a catabolic BMC proposed to be involved in 

aminoacetone degradation in Mycobacterium smegmatis.30 BMC-HRmm subunits were 

previously shown to spontaneously assemble into nanotubes both in vivo and in vitro.21 

Unlike wildtype BMC-HRmm, which forms nanotubes at concentrations above 3 mg/ml,21 

SUMOylated BMC-HRmm is highly soluble (Figure 2a). SUMOBMC-HRmm could be purified 

in good yield (~10 mg/l of culture) and concentrated to >50 mg/ml without apparent 

aggregation. Furthermore, the addition of the SUMO domain prevented the formation of 

BMC-HRmm nanotubes in vivo (Figure 2b). Cleavage of the SUMO domain from 

SUMOBMC-HRmm (7 mg/ml sample) by MBP-Ulp is nearly complete within 1 h (Figure 

S2b) and allows self-assembly of free BMC-HRmm into characteristic nanotubes (Figure 3a), 

recapitulating the behavior of the wildtype protein. Size exclusion chromatography analysis 

of the SUMOylated BMC-H proteins indicates the solution state of the fusions is primarily 

hexameric, which is consistent with modeling that suggests the SUMO domain should not 

interfere with hexamerization of the individual protomers (Figures S4a and S4b). 
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Collectively, we demonstrate that SUMOylation of two different BMC-H proteins prevents 

their self-assembly in vivo allowing for the purification of large amounts of soluble protein.

Laborious screening of protein combinations and expression conditions have led to 

successful production of empty shells from just a few BMC systems.26, 27, 31–33 We next 

tested if SUMO could facilitate screening conditions for formation of three dimensional 

shells from combinations of multiple shell proteins in vitro. Because SUMOBMC-HHO did 

not form higher order assemblies in vivo, we tested whether proteolysis with MBP-Ulp 

could lead to miminal HO (mHO) shell34 formation in vitro in the presence of a trimer (3x 

BMC-T1HO proteins) and pentamer (5x BMC-PHO proteins) (Figure S3). These three HO 

shell proteins were mixed together with their relative subunit stoichiometries mirroring those 

in the HO shell crystal structure (60 hexamer : 20 trimer : 12 pentamer).11 After addition of 

MBP-Ulp, reactions were incubated at room temperature for 20 h and neat reactions were 

spotted on grids for negative stain TEM analysis. Copious mHO shells were readily 

observed (Figure 3b), which is comparable to in vivo produced HO shells.26 Surprisingly, 

when MBP-Ulp was excluded in the assembly reaction, shells were also observed by TEM 

(Figure S5), though apparently not in the same abundance as when the protease was 

included. These results show that the SUMO domain provides enough steric hindrance to 

prevent the BMC-HHO subunits from forming homooligomeric supramolecular structures in 
vivo (and in vitro). However, it does not fully preclude the assembly of shells in the presence 

of its cognate shell complements in vitro.

To evaluate the generalizability of our method for in vitro shell assembly, we next 

SUMOylated the hexamer subunits from the cyanobacterial β-carboxysome, a BMC 

phylogenetically distant from the HO shell. We have previously shown that synthetic 

carboxysome shells can be assembled when a combination of four different Halothece sp. 

PCC 7418 (Halo) shell proteins were expressed in E. coli.27 We fused the SUMO domain to 

two BMC-H proteins from the Halo system, CcmK1 and CcmK2 (SUMOBMC-HccmK1 and 

SUMOBMC-HccmK2). These BMC-H paralogs have been shown to assemble into sheets in 

different conditions (e.g., in the crystalline state35 or applied on a carbon surface36). The 

SUMOylated carboxysome hexamers can be readily purified (40–50 mg/l of culture) (Figure 

S3) and highly concentrated (>100 mg/ml of purified protein) without apparent aggregation, 

mirroring the impact of SUMOylation observed with BMC-HHO and BMC-HRmm. MBP-

Ulp was confirmed to be active on these fusions, though curiously the cleavage kinetics of 

SUMOBMC-HccmK2 are appreciably slower, requiring more than two hours to proteolyze the 

majority of the fusion protein, although cleavage is >95% complete by the 20 hour timepoint 

(corresponding to when assemblies are analyzed by TEM; Figure S6). Shell assembly 

reactions were set up using the SUMOylated hexamers along with the respective trimer and 

pentamer (using putative stoichiometries for the carboxysome shells) and incubated with 

MBP-Ulp as before. Empty carboxysome shells with morphology indistinguishable from in 
vivo produced shells are observed in these assembly reactions, though apparently not in the 

same abundance or with the same morphological homogeneity of the HO shells (Figure 3c 

and Figure S7). Overexpression of wildtype CcmK1 and CcmK2 proteins are not known to 

form supramolecular assemblies in vivo as analyzed by thin-section TEM (Eric Young and 

Daniel Ducat, personal correspondence). Nonetheless, we analyzed in vitro cleaved 
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SUMOBMC-HccmK1 and SUMOBMC-HccmK2 via TEM and find no evidence of regular 

supramolecular assemblies, in agreement with in vivo observations (data not shown).

We next sought to develop an assay for shell assembly efficiency. We chose to further 

optimize assembly efficiency and engineer the HO shell (i.e., mHO) because of the 

availability of detailed structural information.11, 20, 26 We define efficiency as the amount of 

pure, assembled shells obtained as a fraction of theoretical yield based on protein inputs and 

assumed stoichiometries. To isolate assembled shells from the complex reaction mixture, 

which includes free shell proteins, MBP-Ulp, and trace contaminants, we made use of 

complementation-based affinity purification (CAP)34. In brief, a pentamer modified with the 

highly specific Strep-II tag37 (BMC-PSIIHO) is used as an affinity handle to pull-down intact 

shells. We then used analytical densitometry of the affinity purification fractions to estimate 

the percentage of input proteins recovered in the eluate.

We tested this strategy by setting up a HO shell in vitro assembly reaction at 200 μl scale (10 

μM calculated final concentration of hexamer for a theoretical 167 nM concentration of ~6 

MDa shells, see Supplementary Information section). After overnight cleavage and 

assembly, the reaction was applied to a 1 ml StrepTrap column and equivalent quantities of 

the assembly, flow-through, and eluate fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Undesired 

proteins, primarily MBP-Ulp, cleaved SUMO and unincorporated hexamer, are found in the 

flow-through fractions (Figure 4a, lane 2) while the banding pattern of the elution fraction 

suggests shells were isolated (Figure 4a, lane 3; the pentamer subunit band is likely below 

the detection limit). Analysis by dynamic light scattering (DLS) reveals that indeed, the 

eluate fraction contains highly pure and homogenous shells (Figure S8a) of the expected 

size, and this is corroborated by TEM analysis (Figure S8b). Together these data validate our 

strategy for shell recovery and assembly efficiency quantification and reveal that, in this 

condition, approximately 20% of the input hexamer is recovered as assembled shells.

The effect of different subunit stoichiometries on assembly efficiency was next interrogated 

by setting up assemblies using varying stoichiometric amounts of trimer and pentamer. Five-

fold stoichiometric excess of pentamer resulted in no appreciable change in assembly 

efficiency (data not shown). In contrast, three-fold stoichiometric excess of trimer results in 

an approximately 60% increase in shell yield compared to 1x trimer (Figure 4b, compare 

lanes 2 and 3), with a modest additional increase obtained using a nine-fold 

superstoichiometry (lanes 3 and 4; approximately double the yield compared to 1x trimer). 

When the BMC-T proteins are omitted entirely (lane 1), no shells are recovered indicating 

that this subunit is essential for shell formation. In addition, this further demonstrates that 

the CAP method does not recover partially formed shells such as might be formed from an 

association of five hexamers abutting a pentamer. Three-fold stochiometric excess of trimer 

was used for subsequent experiments as a compromise between efficient assembly and 

conservation of the BMC-T protein preparation. Moreover, we performed a timecourse 

analysis of shell assembly by isolating shells after timepoints ranging from zero to sixteen 

hours. Shell recovery is not apparent until the two-hour timepoint (Figure 4c, lane 3). 

Assembly of shells in native organisms is presumably faster, which could indicate that native 

cargo enzymes help to guide assembly or that intracellular molecular crowding effects 

accelerate assembly. After six hours, shells are readily detectable and are recovered at 
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approximately half the yield obtained after overnight assembly (Figure 4c compare lanes 4 

and 5).

We next tested the in vitro assembly of a HO shell composed of hexamers modified to 

increase the positive charge of the lumen. We hypothesized that this construct would 

enhance the targeting of negatively charged cargos to the shell. BMC-HHO is the major shell 

component of the HO BMC, and we increased its net positive charge by mutating two 

glutamate residues (E65 and E69) to arginines (Figure 5a) in the SUMOBMC-HHO construct, 

generating SUMOBMC-H+
HO. These two glutamate residues orient toward the lumen of the 

HO shell,11 which would theoretically provide 720 additional positive charges per shell at 

neutral pH. TEM and DLS analysis of a purified in vitro assembly reaction containing 

SUMOBMC-H+
HO, BMC-T1HO, and BMC-PSIIHO resulted in the formation of minimal HO+ 

shells (mHO+) (Figure S10a and S11a). These shells have an average diameter (determined 

from TEM images) of 34 (±2) nm, which is comparable to full HO26 and mHO shells.34 

After confirming the formation of mHO+ shells, we then assayed the encapsulation of GFP38 

fused to the negatively charged RraB protein.39, 40 This protein, which carries a –42 net 

charge at neutral pH, was fused to the N-terminus of GFP (RraB-GFP).

We performed in vitro assembly reactions with mHO+ shell proteins and RraB-GFP, as well 

as three control reactions of combinations with mHO and GFP. Shells from these reactions 

were purified using StrepTactin XT spin columns, which allowed for smaller scale reactions 

and higher throughput purifications compared to the 1 ml StrepTrap column. TEM images of 

purified mHO+ + RraB-GFP (Figure 5b) and mHO + RraB-GFP (Figure S10b) showed 

distinct microcompartment shells with average diameters of 34 (±2) nm and 36 (±2) nm, 

respectively. A close inspection of the TEM images also reveals phenotypic difference 

between the modified and unmodified mHO shells—the mHO+ + RraB-GFP shells have 

thicker walls compared to empty mHO+ (Figure S10a) and mHO + RraB-GFP (Figure S10b) 

shells, which suggests that the RraB-GFP proteins are localized at the inner-surface of the 

mHO+ shells. Moreover, SDS-PAGE analysis of the purified mHO+ + RraB-GFP reaction 

shows the presence of all three shell components, as well as the RraB-GFP cargo (Figure 5c, 

lane 1), which is consistent with the qualitative differences in the electron micrographs and 

argues against the possibility of staining artifacts. Based on the intensity of the BMC-T1HO 

and BMC-HHO monomer bands, the assembly of mHO shells appears consistent across the 

different reactions, however the cleaved BMC-H+
HO and BMC-PSIIHO bands co-migrate, as 

well as BMC-T1HO and GFP (Figure 5c and S12a) bands, complicating comparisons of 

yield by SDS-PAGE. Nevertheless, the mHO+ + RraB-GFP assembly shows higher RraB-

GFP band intensity than the corresponding mHO sample (Figure 5c, compare lanes 1 and 2). 

The enhanced incorporation of RraB-GFP within mHO+ relative to mHO is demonstrated 

further in our fluorescence analysis. We repeated, in triplicate, the in vitro assembly 

encapsulation reactions and examined the fluorescence properties of the purified reactions. 

All eluates show emission spectra characteristic of GFP38 although the intensity of the 

emission at 510 nm for mHO+ + RraB-GFP eluates is approximately four times more intense 

than the corresponding mHO eluates with RraB-GFP and the mHO eluates with GFP (i.e., 

mHO + GFP and mHO+ + GFP; Figure 5d). This increase in GFP signal is corroborated by 

visualization of the eluates with a UV-transilluminator (Figure S12b). These fluorescence 
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data further indicate that GFP is a trivial component of the putatively overlapping BMC-

T1HO and GFP bands in Figure 5c.

Finally, we sought to determine if mHO+ shells showed enhanced capture (relative to 

unmodified shells) of a negatively charged abiotic cargo during assembly. In vitro assembly 

reactions spiked with 5 nm diameter lipoic acid coated gold nanoparticles (AuCOOH) were 

purified using StrepTactin XT spin columns and shell assembly and encapsulation was 

evaluated by TEM. Purification of mHO + AuCOOH (Figure S13) and mHO+ + AuCOOH 

(Figure 5e and Figure S14) samples contain shells with an average diameter of 41 (±2) nm 

and 39 (±6) nm, respectively. These diameters are comparable to the values determined for 

their mHO only counterparts. TEM images of mHO + AuCOOH display mostly empty 

shells, with some gold particles either unassociated or abutting the outside surface of the 

shells (Figure S13). In contrast, the TEM images mHO+ + AuCOOH show numerous Au 

particles that are overlaid with the shells (Figure 5e, S14), with as many as eight gold 

particles co-localized with a single shell. While we cannot definitely say these gold particles 

are inside the shells (standard transmission electron microscopy cannot resolve in the z-

dimension), the lack of such observations in the unmodified mHO control shells strongly 

suggests that electrostatic interactions between the modified shell lumen and 

complementarily charged AuCOOH nanoparticles mediate encapsulation of this abiotic 

cargo within the shells.

In this study, we have developed a generalizable in vitro assembly method to facilitate the 

study of BMC-based architectures (Figure 1). Addition of the SUMO domain prevents the 

spontaneous assembly of BMC-H shell proteins into extended sheets and nanotubes in vivo. 

The SUMO domain also enhances the solubility and yield of BMC-H shell proteins, which 

would otherwise aggregate at high concentrations. Purified BMC-H protein concentrates can 

then be used to assemble three-dimensional tubes or shells (with the addition of pentamer 

and trimer). This in vitro strategy can be applied to BMC shell proteins from functionally 

diverse BMCs, as demonstrated by the successful assembly of carboxysome and 

metabolosome shells, or tubular architectures derived from a single metabolosome shell 

hexamer (Figure 3). A high net-positive charge was subsequently engineered onto the 

luminal side of the major shell protein of the HO shell to enhance the capture of 

complimentarily charged cargos. These two modifications may be regarded as (1) a 

conditional loss of function mutation and (2) a gain of function mutation, which enabled the 

first encapsulation of cargo in a microcompartment shell using electrostatics.

The ~15 kDa SUMO domain effectively prevents spontaneous assembly of hexamer 

subunits into extended sheets and tubes. Simple geometric considerations may explain this 

phenomenon. Hexamers can assemble into extended arrays (sheets and tubes) due to their 

ability to form ~0° edge-edge (co-planar) associations, whereas angled interactions with the 

trimer and pentamer introduce the curvature required to close into 3D icosahedra. This low-

angle self-association and closely juxtaposed N-termini likely explain the fused SUMO 

domain’s ability to disrupt assembly, though it is curious to note that SUMOylated hexamers 

aggregate in low salt conditions which may suggest that the SUMO domain does not 

completely ablate self-assembly.
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The spontaneous formation of shells and nanotubes in the simple buffering system employed 

here demonstrates that no extrinsic assembly factors such as osmolytes or divalent cations 

are required for assembly, leaving room for further optimization. Likewise, the effects of 

additional shell proteins on the resulting architectures can be readily evaluated. Efficiency of 

assembly is, however, sensitive to the relative stoichiometries of the constituent shell 

proteins as demonstrated by the increase in shell yield when superstoichiometric amounts of 

trimer are used to assemble HO shells. This may be explained by a kinetic competition 

between sheet formation and shell formation, which can be biased towards the latter with 

higher trimer amounts. Suboptimal subunit stoichiometries may therefore account for the 

relatively less efficient assembly of the carboxysome shells which have the additional 

potentially confounding property of being comprised of multiple BMC-H paralogs. 

Nevertheless, demonstration of in vitro assembly of varied architectures from three 

functionally and phylogenetically distant BMCs suggests the method is broadly applicable.

To-date, most targeting efforts of non-native cargo8, 41, 42 to BMC shells involve 

encapsulation peptides43 that are native to that BMC type. Efficiency of encapsulation by 

this method has been consistently low, so we devised a modified shell targeting mechanism 

based on charge. In the model HO shell system,11 the external and internal surfaces have an 

overall negative charge (Figure S15). These electrostatic properties likely play an important 

role in the biogenesis of the native HO BMC but are not ideal for encapsulating non-natural 

cargo using electrostatics as both sides of the shell are similarly charged. Using the 

conditional loss of function modification of BMC-HHO (resulting from fusion with SUMO), 

we identified a mutant capable of assembling into a minimal HO shell with the opposite 

(positive) charge (mHO+) on the luminal side for selective encapsulation of negatively 

charged cargo. This engineered gain of function mutation to the HO shell mimics the 

electrostatic properties of viral capsids that generally have an acidic exterior and basic 

interior for DNA or RNA packaging44 and therefore may be suited for encapsulating nucleic 

acids in BMCs.

To complement our new mHO+ shell, we developed an electrostatic-based encapsulation 

module by repurposing the small hyper-acidic RraB domain, which had been previously 

used to enhance stability of recombinant proteins.40 As proof of principle, we fused RraB to 

GFP and compared encapsulation in mHO and mHO+ shells, produced using our in vitro 
assembly method. Fluorescence analysis showed four times higher GFP signal from mHO+ 

shells copurified with RraB-GFP than in reactions with mHO and RraB-GFP (Figure 5d). 

These results suggest the combination of a positively charged lumen and a negatively 

charged domain fused to the cargo led to the targeted encapsulation of the biotic RraB-GFP 

cargo. Using the same engineered mHO+ construct, we also demonstrated the targeting of a 

negatively charged abiotic cargo to a BMC shell in vitro. TEM micrographs show that gold 

nanoparticles functionalized with lipoic acid were co-localized with the purified mHO+ 

shells (Figure 5e). This suggests that the Au particles are caged inside mHO+ shells due to 

the electrostatic interaction between the carboxylic acid groups on the surface of the Au 

particles and the positively charged mHO+ lumen. The in vitro assembly method enabled 

construction of an engineered mHO shell with a hyper-basic lumen to facilitate the 

encapsulation of acidic cargo, demonstrating an alternative encapsulation strategy that has 

not been performed before in BMC bioengineering.
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A similar charge complementarity strategy has also been applied to lumazine synthase 

microcompartments.45–47 However, in contrast to lumazine synthase, which is made up of 

only one type of pentagonal subunit, BMC shells are composed of multiple types of 

structurally redundant, interchangeable subunits. This suggests BMCs are a more versatile 

system for bioengineering as the diversity of natural and synthetic shell components can be 

mixed-and-matched to create a wide array of functional architectures. Furthermore, the 

ability to produce shell components at high concentrations enables the rapid screening for in 
vitro assembly of shells, thereby providing a flexible platform to design and test the 

assembly of synthetic nanocompartments with individually customized building blocks.

Bioinformatic studies have revealed the widespread occurrence of BMCs across the 

Kingdom Bacteria, the majority of which remain to be functionally characterized.6, 48 All 

BMC shells are composed of structurally redundant hexamers and trimers (on average 3.5 

BMC-H, 1.4 BMC-T per BMC locus6) typically with paralog-specific residues surrounding 

the pores. Structural modeling of these paralogs revealed differently sized and charged pores 

that presumably correspond to the specific metabolite permeability requirements of a given 

BMC shell.48 Therefore, the ability to heterologously express and purify in high yields and 

control the stoichiometry of shell proteins (including multiple paralogs) afforded by our in 
vitro method will accelerate both the bioengineering and fundamental study of BMCs. In the 

former case, our method will allow us to build and characterize diverse BMC architectures 

assembled from shell proteins derived from different BMC systems. These chimeric BMC 

shells or scaffolds (tubes or sheets) can be imparted with properties that facilitate metabolite 

specificity and selectivity by varying the identity or quantity of shell proteins with known 

permeability or by including rationally designed mutants with the desired structural or 

physicochemical properties. Our approach could also be used to expand the range of cargos 

packaged within BMCs, and thus, the reactions that could be encapsulated, from native and 

engineered enzymes to metal clusters or inorganic reporters. Moreover, our in vitro method 

provides a way to study the assembly and permeability properties of all BMC shells, 

including those originating from pathogenic strains. Future work on these types BMCs will 

help in our understanding of their potential role(s) in human health and disease and help 

develop novel therapeutic strategies to disrupt metabolism in pathogens.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Schematic of the macromolecular protecting group strategy for in vitro assembly of BMC 

architectures.
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Figure 2. 
Characterization of SUMOylated BMC-H proteins. (a) SDS-PAGE analysis of fractionated 

whole cell lysates of Escherichia coli strains expressing wildtype BMC-HHO (lanes 1, 2) and 

SUMOBMC-HHO (lanes 3, 4). (b) SDS-PAGE analysis of SUMOBMC-HRmm. For a. and b., 

soluble fractions are indicated with an “S” and insoluble fractions with “I,” and asterisks 

denote soluble protein of interest. (c) Transmission electron micrographs of thin sections of 

E. coli strains expressing wildtype BMC-H (upper left panel), SUMOBMC-HHO (lower left 

panel), WT BMC-HRmm (upper right panel), and SUMOBMC-HRmm (lower right panel). 

Depicted results are representative of multiple fields/cells. Scale bars represent 200 nm.
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Figure 3. 
Transmission electron microscopy of various in vitro assembled nanoarchitectures. (a) In 
vitro assembled BMC-HRmm nanotubes. (b) In vitro assembled minimal HO shells. (c) In 
vitro assembled Halo shells (see also Figure S6). Scale bars = 100 nm; depicted results are 

representative of multiple fields.
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Figure 4. 
SDS-PAGE analysis of in vitro assembly of minimal HO shells. (a) Shell assembly using 

CAP34 (dashed line indicates cropped out lanes of irrelevant samples). Lane 1, 2 and 3 

contains the neat assembly reaction, StrepTrap flow-through, and StrepTrap eluate, 

respectively. (b) BMC HO trimer sensitivity analysis showing five-fold concentrated eluates. 

Stoichiometry of BMC-T1HO trimer used is shown beneath each lane. (c) Shell assembly 

time course (five-fold concentrated eluates; 3x BMC-T1HO trimer stoichiometry used). Time 

between addition of MBP-Ulp protease and application of reaction to StrepTrap column is 

indicated below each lane. See Figure S9 for uncropped images of Figures 4b and 4c.
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Figure 5. 
Characterization of the electrostatic-based encapsulation of cargo. (a) Cutaway of the full 

HO shell structure (PDB ID: 5V74) incorporating the modelled electrostatic potential map 

of three BMC-HHO (left) and BMC-H+
HO (right) hexamers. The electrostatic potential 

surface is colored from −5kT/e (red) to +5kT/e (blue). (b) Representative TEM image of 

purified mHO+ + RraB-GFP (scale bar = 100 nm). Inset is an enlarged view of the shells. 

See Figure S10c for a representative TEM micrograph of mHO+ + GFP (c) SDS-PAGE 

analysis of purified in vitro mHO/mHO+ shell assemblies with RraB-GFP or GFP. A 

comparable amount of protein was loaded in all the lanes, 1.2 – 1.9 μg; see Figure S11 for 

the DLS analysis of these assemblies. (d) Fluorescence emission spectra of purified of 

mHO(+) shell assemblies with RraB-GFP or GFP. The error bars in the emission spectra 

plots are standard deviations from the average fluorescence emission at each wavelength 

measured for three independent purified reactions. (e) Various TEM images of mHO+ 

copurified with 5 nm Au-COOH particles (scale bars = 50 nm).
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